LINE MARKING EQUIPMENT
BOWCOM ATOM LINE MARKING MACHINE

code ATOM01

Precision, electric low volume marking machine.
The Bowcom Atom line marking applicator offers flexible spray options
for both the Bowcom Atomic & Quantum line marking paints
and traditional Bowcom line marking concentrates.

BOWCOM ATOMIC PAINT

10L

code ATOM02

The ultimate blend of highly micronized Titanium Dioxide, resins and surfactants,
Bowcom Atomic line marking paint has been specifically formulated to offer a premium ready to use,
low volume, exceptionally bright line that will over-mark a standard football pitch with a little as 1.1L

BOWCOM GM5 LINE MARKING MACHINE

code LINE03

GM5 Line marking machine is a highly maneuverable 3-wheel design
and has strong, durable, passivated steel construction. It is an easy
control non-pressurised spray system.
Simple to use, transport, clean and maintain.

BOWGRASS SUPER PAINT

15L

code LINE04

Bowcom line marking paints are an environmentally safe water based range of concentrated marking
solutions, formulated to offer exceptional levels of coverage and consistency.
All Bowcom grades remain ‘bright white’ in both concentrated and diluted form formulated to offer
maximum adhesion on grass. 3-1 water/paint for new line marking up to 7-1 for remarking.

BOWCOM SETTING OUT KIT

code LINE11

The Bowcom Kit bag contains all you need to accurately set out new pitches including:
Bowcom Handwinder, 10 x 1 Bowcom Tread pegs and 4 x 1 angles.

PLIABLE FIXING MARKING SYSTEM START PACK

code LINE12

The PLiFiX systems offers a revolutionary device that clearly identifies
all ground marking in a simple safe permanent manner.
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LINE MARKING EQUIPMENT
BOWMETER MEASURING WHEEL

code LINE09

The Bowmeter is a durable light weight construction with adjustable handle,
10,000 meter measuring capacity.

BOWCOM HAND WINDER

code LINE37

400m Steel Corded Nylon Line.
Integrated Clutch - Avoids overrun.

AEROSOL LINE MARKING PAINT
750mls
High quality CFC and lead free, will not scorch grass.
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BOWCOM THUMBGUN

code LINE07

Offers a neat balanced portable solution for quick, controlled aerosol marking.

FLEXIPOST CORNER SOCKET FOR FLAGPOST

code LINE25

Place into ground and in the Flexipost Corner Post slots into this socket.

FLEXIPOST CORNER FLAG

code LINE26

Flag only.
Available to order in a wide range of colours and designs.

FLEXIPOST CORNER POST

code LINE24

Post only.
Unique 360 degree controlled return jointing system.
Prevents injury to players.
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